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MORE GOOD NEWS 

One day Alice came to a fork in the road and saw a 
Cheshire cat in a tree. “Which road do I take?” she asked.  
“Where do you want to go?” Was his response. 
“I don’t know.” Alice answered.  
“Then, it really doesn’t matter which way you go.”  Said 
the cat. 
 
Figuring out the forks in the road is hard work, but it pays 
off when you reach a desired destination. Always start 
with the end in mind. Take a good look at what your goal is 
and then survey what tools and experience you’ll need to get 
there. 
 
 I have this friend, let’s call her ‘Anna’. You may have a 
friend like her as well. Anna is a few years older than me and 
is a very talented, creative and intelligent person- except 
when it comes to making decisions about money. Anna is in 
her early 40’s, tall confidant and (sometimes) happily single. 
  
She has become a well-established artist working out of her 
own studio in Seattle. If you went shopping with her for 
paints or brushes, you’d see her in meticulously fine form. 
She’s able to select the best oil or acrylic for her brush based 
on the colours, feel and texture that she’s looking to achieve. 
She knows which colours have been blended with fish scales 
and which have been blended with clays. She talks about 
flow consistency of the brush and viscosity of fluids. See, 
Anna has learned to become ‘intuitive’ with her art.       

Diagnosis: Analysis Paralysis 

Sparkling New Property 
 
 
 

 

She is an expert when it comes to painting. I say learned because 
Anna wasn’t always that way. She bounced back and forth from 
medium to medium. At times a talented professional cook, at other 
times a well-paid advertisement designer. Even though she pulls in 
a good salary from selling her paintings, she still has to sell them 
to eat, if you know what I mean: Anna is still stuck in the rat 
race of working for a pay cheque.  
 
Generally a pretty relaxed person, I was always surprised to see the 
Jekyll and Hyde transformation of Anna when the subject of 
finances came up. She became visually overwrought with emotion 
and that led her to a state of analysis paralysis or something even 
worse… failing to check the numbers and rushing into a bad deal. 
I remember getting one late night call from Anna asking for advice. 
I strained to hear her tiny, far away voice all sugary and hyped up.  
Continued…… 

                                                                                                        

                

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Superlatively HOT Investment! 
 
Your return is 18% in the 1st YEAR! 
 
For only $29,000.00 Canadian you CAN own this rock 
solid moneymaker in Sakaw. This simple bungalow pulls in 
superior profits at a really low initial investment. It backs on 
to acres of green space and walking trails. Near the new 
Anthony Henday, it’s poised for even greater returns! This 
home rents for top dollar and profits begin from day one! 
 
Already producing a great PROFIT! 
Visit glennsimoninc.com for the full FEATURE sheet 
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Please see Diagnosis: Analysis Paralysis on page 2 

Another superb GSI deal! 
 

 Give us a call to secure this property now!  
 It won’t last long. 81-28-638-4155 
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She was trying to decide between some stock she heard was 
at a great price or a must have time-share/investment kind-of-
thing in Mexico- ‘that would make a lot of money’. 
I asked if she’d analyzed the details to which she sweetly 
replied ‘no’. Under the cold light of day both ‘investments’ 
soon disintegrated.  
 
Probably in these two cases analysis paralysis was a good 
thing. But what about when a good deal does come along 
and she fails to act? Anna is at a stage of her life where she 
has to give serious thought to her finances, whether that is 
fun for her or not. Even if she doesn’t want to do it herself 
she needs to find someone that she can trust to guide her. 
 
 Because Anna didn’t have a clear financial target she often 
found herself swayed by emotion and the pressure of knowing 
that she needed to invest. She’d read a few books to make 
her interested enough, and also a little scared. Realizing her 
lack of knowledge, or F.E.A.R (False Evidence Appearing 
Real) she succumbed to the position of analysis paralysis or 
lack of doing anything, and that can be deadly.                                                         

Diagnosis: Analysis Paralysis 
Continued… 
 

 
1.         1) Your business is the sum of the choices 

you have made to date. Want to change 
your business? Change your choices.   

2.  
3.         2) Your sales numbers are the sum of the 

total actions you have taken to date. 
Want to increase your sales? You’ve got 
to increase your actions.   

4.  
5.         3) Your health is the sum of the choices 

you have made to date. Your existing 
eating habits will continue to give you 
what you've always gotten, unless you 
change them.   

6.  
7.         4) Your employees’ performance is the 

sum of the expectations you have created 
to date. Human beings will rise to the 
level of expectation. Expect more - get 
more, or goodbye...because your customer 
expects more every day or they will say 
"goodbye".   

Top 7 Reasons Why You Are The Sum                             
Of Your Choices  

 
 

 

 

 
“Wealth is the ability to fully experience life” 

- Henry David Thoreau 
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I’m happy to report that Anna has since defined her goals, 
committed to an investment plan that is specific to her needs 
and has gotten into action and made several sound 
investments. Anna chose to focus mainly on two asset classes 
and refrain from ping-ponging about into unknown territory. 
 
 She spoke with an expert that helped her match an investment 
style that was congruent with her goals; where she could 
leverage her money further, receive passive income, yet still 
remain ‘hands free’. She is now able to focus on what she 
loves and does the best. Anna now has the peace of mind 
that she is in action moving towards a goal. 
 
 

 

business is an ‘inside’ deal. Investing in a mutual fund or 
stock is an ‘outside deal’. 

 

 

 

Wealth is not measured so much in money, but in time.  

Remember, if you don’t have the time, knowledge or 
expertise but are committed to creating wealth; give us a 
call and partner direct on a solid investment now! 

 

 

 

 

 

 
8.         5) Your relationships and how people treat 

you are the sum of how you have chosen to 
treat them to date. If you want to change 
how people treat you, you must change how 
you treat others.   

9.  
10.         6) Your profit margin is the sum of the 

choices you have made to date. It's also the 
sum of the amount of time and focus you 
have put on knowing your numbers. Ask 
yourself this question: Do I really know 
where I stand right now, profit wise, this 
month, today?   

11.  
12. 7) Your success in life is the sum of your 

actions to date. I'd also venture to say, that 
your success is also dependant on the total 
number of times you are able to get OUT of 
your comfort zone and into actions that can 
lead to greater success, vs. staying 
comfortable. 

13.  
 

Please see Alberta Oilsands on page 3 

Article by GSI 
 

  By Christopher M. Knight 
 
 

  Taking in the big picture: defining goals 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 Alberta Oilsands World's Largest Source of 
New Crude Oil by 2010: CIBC 
 

 
 
 

Alberta's oil sands will become the most important source of new oil in the world 
by 2010 as conventional crude dries up, CIBC World Markets says in its monthly 
report. 

Alberta will sit on one of the most valuable energy sources in the world by that time, and 
one of the few still open to private investment, said Jeff Rubin, chief economist at CIBC 
World Markets, the bank's wholesale banking arm. 

FROM JAN. 5, 2006:Suncor produces billionth barrel of crude since '67, gives production 
update 
 

He added that conventional oil production around the world apparently peaked in 2004. 

Rubin found total world oil supplies grew by less than one million barrels a day last year. 
None of that growth came from outside the OPEC sphere. 

That finding was particularly surprising because oil prices have doubled in recent years, 
making exploration of many new areas economically feasible for the first time. 

Rubin looked at 164 upcoming oilfields in his study and found that new oil is, in fact, 
being discovered and coming on stream. But more than half simply balances declining 
production from existing fields in the North Sea and Kuwait's Burgan region. 

Rubin does expect a net gain in oil production in coming years, but it will be small and 
getting smaller. 

Rubin expects 3.6 million barrels of new oil to come on stream in 2006, but 2.2 million 
barrels will go to replace declining reserves elsewhere, leaving just 1.4 million barrels of 
new oil. 

He expects 1.5 million barrels of new oil in 2006 and 2007, but less than a million barrels 
a day in 2008. 

Energy companies are finding new oil, but most of it will come from non-conventional 
sources. Ocean oil rigs are the primary source of new oil today. Alberta's oil sands will 
rival Saudi oilfields once expansion projects are underway. 

 

-1. FROM DEC. 1, 2005:Suncor Energy Inc. plans $3.5 billion in capital spending for 
2006 

 

Suncor Energy Inc. and its predecessor, Great Canadian Oil Sands, have been developing 
the oilsands near Fort McMurray in northern Alberta since 1963. But the project was 
hobbled by the difficulties and expense of extracting crude oil from what is essentially an 
oily sand. 

Forty years later, production has risen to about 270,000 barrels a day, with plans to 
expand to more than half a million barrels a day by 2012. 

 

 

Horizon’s $30 Billion Project. 
Note the other surrounding oil 
companies’ drilling and refining 
projects 

 

Rubin looked at 164 upcoming oilfields in his study and found that new oil is, in fact, being discovered and coming on stream. But 
more than half simply balances declining production from existing fields in the North Sea and Kuwait's Burgan region. 

Rubin does expect a net gain in oil production in coming years, but it will be small and getting smaller. 

Rubin expects 3.6 million barrels of new oil to come on stream in 2006, but 2.2 million barrels will go to replace declining reserves 
elsewhere, leaving just 1.4 million barrels of new oil. 

He expects 1.5 million barrels of new oil in 2006 and 2007, but less than a million barrels a day in 2008. 

Energy companies are finding new oil, but most of it will come from non-conventional sources. Ocean oilrigs are the primary source of 
new oil today. Alberta's oilsands will rival Saudi oilfields once expansion projects are underway. 

FROM DEC. 1, 2005:Suncor Energy Inc. plans $3.5 billion in capital spending for 2006 
 
Suncor Energy Inc. and its predecessor, Great Canadian Oil Sands, have been developing the oilsands near Fort McMurray in northern 
Alberta since 1963. But the project was hobbled by the difficulties and expense of extracting crude oil from what is essentially an oily 
sand. 

Forty years later, production has risen to about 270,000 barrels a day, with plans to expand to more than half a million barrels a day by 
2012. 
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Please see ‘And now the Winners’ on page 4 

By CBC News  

Published: Tue, 10 Jan 2006 18:48:49 EST 

             

 
 

“Time is the most valuable thing a man can spend” 
 Laertius Diogenes 

Billion Dollar Sunsets in the Oilsands 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                                     
                                                
  

 
It is time to announce the winners from our February 

Newsletter book draw!  

Keiko Hirota, hailing from the lovely gyoza capital of 

Utsunomiya, Japan, has won a ¥5000 gift certificate for 

Kinokuniya bookstore! 

 Thomas Gervill, Our Canadian based winner, is from 

snowy Hamilton, Ontario, Canada. Thomas won a $50.00 

gift certificate for Chapters bookstore! It pays to read. 

Stay tuned for the next event! Be sure to sign up! 

OPINION: What is an Investor?  

Reprint from Smart Money Daily 10/2006 

The difference between pure speculating 
and investing is often discussed “The 

difference between the two is very simple. If you spend the 

money and the only way you can earn a return on that 

money is by selling whatever it is you have purchased. You 

are speculating.                      

Making investors successful one         
property at a time!  
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If you give your money to a person or company, and that money 
is used directly to create commerce or to create an asset that will 
be used in commerce and if there are profits from that commerce 
that can be returned to you as a result, that is an investment.” 

Robert Kiyosaki goes into the difference between being a 
speculator and investor in his book “Who Took My Money”. He 
tells a story of a cattle rancher and dairy farmer to illustrate his 
point. The cattle rancher raises a calf and then takes it to market to 
be slaughtered: at which point he gets paid and hopefully realizes 
a profit. This is the speculator's model. The dairy farmer buys a 
cow and sells the milk for years, more like a dividend paying 
stock or cash flow rental property. This is the investor's model. 
I know Robert's books have certainly had a major influence on me 
and my understanding of the difference between investing and 
speculating. In the world of finance the naive speculators and 
gambler are often the ones getting slaughtered. 

Nothing wrong with either approach in my mind, but the investor 
probably does provide more benefit to society as a whole and it is 
probably the more sound financial strategy. 
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   And now the Winners! 

 

Come See Our New Site! 

-Always Changing- 

Visit us at: 

www.glennsimoninc.com 

 
 

Glenn Simon Inc. 
 

1-11-2 Yayoi, Utsunomiya, 
Tochigi, Japan 

 
Phone & Fax: 

81-28-638-4155 
 

E-Mail: 
glennsimoninc@lycos.com 

Todd Millar, GSI. 
 


